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Pulse Vacuum Hubs not working? The AVM Ford Ranger Locking Hubs are constructed of
Military spec hardened nylon center dial that will not damage other parts in unlikely event of a
failure. AVM is the actual Brazilian company that manufactures the manual locking hubs for
Superwinch, therefore you can rest assured that you will get the top quality products.
Recognized unanimously as The Tough Hub by many thousand satisfied Ranger owners
worldwide. More miles from your Ford Rangers front tiresâ€¦ since the manual locking hubs
rotate freely. Also allows you to steer more freely in turns More comfortable rideâ€¦ steering is
lighter, and there is less tendency to shimmy; drivetrain noise and vibration is also reduced
Better 4WDâ€¦ performance when the manual hubs are locked. Works in reverse and
compression braking. Rugged Ridge acquired the exclusive rights to this hub and is the only
supplier to the aftermarket industry. Installation â€” From 4x4RangerGuy. Wish you could swap
on a set of manual locking hubs? Read on for information regarding this swap. This guide is
based upon my experience with my truck. You should be looking at the original vacuum hubs. I

recommend constantly pulling on the hublock as you pry up on the retaining tabs using the flat
head screwdrivers working in a circle until the tabs release the hublock. If this is the case, you
will need to be prepared for a different and frustrating repair. You will need to forcibly remove
the hublock and possibly break and plastic housing, leaving the inner guts inside the wheel
bearing hub assembly. If this happens, you will need a new wheel bearing assembly, along with
a new snap ring and a knuckle seal. All are available through Ford. Then, preferably with air
tools, chisel out the hublock internals from the wheel bearing assembly. Replace the wheel
bearing assembly, knuckle seal, and snap ring as outlined in other guides in the Tech Library of
TRS. Continue to Step 3. Make sure to get out all major dirt and grime to ensure a cleaner
reassembly. Remember, cleanliness is key with this 4WD system. Check to make sure the
locking mechanism functions properly. I lightly covered the hub internals with Motor Oil to
prevent corrosion and ensure proper hub to axle engagement. If the hublock does not slide onto
the wheel bearing assembly, turn the axleshaft by hand until you feel the splines line up and the
hublock will slide into place. Make sure the hublock is fully seated and the retaining tabs are
secured in place. Repeat steps for the other side. Leave off the center caps as they will cover
the hubs preventing access to the locking mechanism. To test their function, grab a buddy.
Lock in the AVM hubs on both sides. Start the vehicle and engage 4Hi at the transfer case. The
axleshafts should be turning with the wheels. Unlock the AVM hubs. Put the truck in reverse to
ensure disengagement, and then slowly creep forward. The front axleshafts should not be
turning with the wheels. AVM developed a Manual Locking Hub that allowed for positive
engagement, of the 4 wheel drive system, eliminating the use of the pulse vacuum style hub.
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please let me know what you email address is so I can later contact you about it. Take a tape
measure and measure the distances between the bolts on your vehicle. If the distances between
bolts on the vehicle are the same as the distances between the holes on the bumper you want to
install, the new bumper should mount properly. You may have to install spacers on longer bolts
if the bumper doesn't fit to the body. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide
over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax
changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash.
Answer Save. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. If you are unsure if these
fit your vehicle, call us mon-fri eastern time and we can help you out. We stock hubs for all the
popular makes and models. AVM has been making quality hubs since the late 's. I am a full line
distributor for all there locking hubs. I have been selling and using there hubs for years now
without any issues. We stock what we sell, checkout my other items for other locking hubs. I
also have the 2. These are quality made hub built to last, not a cheap chinese import. These
save on fuel mileage, wear and tear on your front end, cuts down on vibrations, replaces faulty
auto hubs etc Store Location Contact us. Get directions. Business hours. This is your starter
site, a single page online storefront. All of the images and text on this page can be changed to
personalize the site for brand and to communicate your unique story to your customers. In
stock. Quantity: 1. Product Details. Up for sale is a set of 2 new premium AVM free wheeling
locking hubs. Fits Ford ranger with 27 splines This set fits all makes below and others Ford
rager 4x4 Internal mount only Hubs in picture are of actual product you will be buying Please
make sure these will fit your vehicle before placing your order. You can always email us through
ebay also. We do not ship to other countrys at this time. Orders placed by 10am ship the same
day. You are also welcome to pick up in person. Save this product for later. Contact us Share
Tweet Pin. AVM Hubs are World wide recognized for their top quality and dependability. World
leader in aftermarket equipment. Recognized unanimously as The Tough Hub by many
thousand satisfied users worldwide. Ultra reinforced nodular iron body. Salt-spray tested epoxi
enamel finish. Die cast aluminum cap. Corrosion resistant glossy finish. Internal components:
CNC machined, heat treated. Practical, lightweight, Highly popular with the "Do-it-yourself"
market. One-piece die cast aluminum body. Internal componets : Precision machined and heat
treated. State-of-the-art comfort and reliability. Locks automatically as driver shifts into
4-wheel-drive, even with the vehicle moving provided transfer case is synchronized. Remains
solidly and permanently locked all the time while in 4x4, upgrade or coasting! As you shift back
into 2-wheel-drive, hubs disengage automatically the first time you reverse the vehicle. Internal
Components :Perfect Combination of Investment cast and steel parts. Our automatic hubs
never disengage when the vehicle is reversing down a slope. Shifting into 4-w heel -drive
releases vacuum, w hich locks hubs instantaniously. Can also be engaged with moving vehicle

with synchro transfer case. Full permanent engagement until vacuum feed is interrupted, as
driver returns to 4x2. Sturdy construction, maintenance proof, with minimum moving parts.
These are used for a perfect re-installation of AVM hubs after front end maintenance or repairs.
Conversion kit K converts full time Ford and GM vehicles to part-time 4 wheel drive. Allows user
to enjoy the advantages of a free-wheel 4x2. AVM Model. Service Kit. M Pick Up K Blazer,
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